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Introduction and Motivation: Over the past several years it has been
shown that there are significant biases among object detection datasets [2].
To handle such biases a number of domain adaptation methods have been
proposed. While most domain adaptation techniques focus on applications
where both training and test instances are images, a few address the problem
in the context of image-to-video object detector adaptation [1, 5]. Imageto-video detector adaptation is conceptually appealing but at the same time
very challenging. Web images tend to be of high resolution and are objectcentric, where as videos often come at lower resolution, are not object centric and contain motion artifacts. Furthermore, while most of the domain
adaptation techniques assume that data is separated into well defined discrete domains, many factors, such as changes in appearance and lighting,
are inherently continuous and are better described as expansions of the original object domain (as opposed to instantiations of new domain).
We propose an incremental approach to expanding the object detector
domain from images to unlabeled videos (see Figure 1). We start from a
large-margin embedding (LME) classification model [6], which we adapt to
a detection task. Given this LME formulation, we further propose a multiprototype probabilistic extension of LME, which allows our model to perform intuitive confidence evaluation for test instances and supports incremental learning. Using this initial probabilistic LME model, objects in the
arriving unlabeled videos are found, and tracks associated with most confident instances are extracted. If instances from these tracks form a cluster,
they are used to adjust the complexity of the model, by adding additional
prototypes; this procedure effectively expands domain of the detector. We
show incremental domain expansion is effective in applying object detectors, trained with only ImageNet, to videos, improving performance by approximately 48% on Activities of Daily Living (ADL) dataset [3] and by
15% on the YouTube Objects dataset [4].
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I
Initial model: Given a training image set {xi , yi }N
i=1 where xi ∈ R is a
feature descriptor of an image patch and yi ∈ {1, . . . ,C} is the object label,
LME learns a linear low-dimensional embedding defined by a projection
matrix W ∈ Rd×D , together with class prototypes uc ∈ Rd , c = {1 . . .C}, in
the embedding space, such that a sample projected into this low dimensional
space is closer to the correct class prototype than to all other prototypes:
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dW (xi , uyi ) + ξic ≥ dW (xi , uc ) + 1,
i = {1 . . . N}, c = {1 . . .C}, c 6= yi ,
where dW (xi , uyi ) defines similarity between a sample xi and a prototype uyi .
To extend the model for the detection, we define a patch as not containing
an object if it is sufficiently dissimilar to all known object class prototypes.
Incremental learning: To allow incremental learning, we further extend
the model to have multiple, prototypes per class c:
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Suppose we want to expand the prototype-based representation for the class
cn . Then, the newly added prototype ucn should satisfy two properties: (i)
the new prototype should be representative and discriminative for its class;
(ii) it should not cause misclassification of samples from other classes. Let
Ũcn = [Ucn , ucn ], then, more formally, to update the model we optimize the
following objective:
This is an extended abstract. The full paper is available at the Computer Vision Foundation
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Figure 1: Illustration of the the proposed learning framework. Note that
while a TV test sample (in red) may be too far in appearance from the original ImageNet trained model and hence misclassified, new prototypes, added
based on tracks from videos, help to bridge the gap leading to correct classification.
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The above incremental update is especially beneficial, when not all data is
available and the newly arriving data has evolving feature distribution.
Conclusion: We have developed a novel online multi-prototype large margin embedding model with detection constraints, which incrementally increase in number as self-paced learning algorithm selects confident samples
from the incoming unlabeled videos to add. Our incremental domain expansion could serve as a lifelong learning system for object detection—as the
model expands to encompass continuous stream of unlabeled new videos.
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